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Abstract

Prior psychological research on secrecy has largely focused on the negative effects of secrecy. We add to the secrecy literature by examining the positive effects of secrecy and contend that secrecy may create a polarizing effect on secret keepers: when an activity is expected to elicit positive (negative) social responses, keeping it as a secret (vs. not) increases (decreases) enjoyment. We also contribute to this literature by offering a nuanced understanding of the mechanism through which secrecy creates a polarizing effect on enjoyment. This mechanism delineates the roles of the secret keepers’ anticipation of outcomes of secret revelation, i.e., savoring (dread) of the expected positive (negative) social response, and their level of cognitive burden resulting from the process of secret keeping. We further predict and find that the mediation path of outcome anticipation is moderated by the valence of expected social responses, but the mediation path of cognitive burden is not. In addition, we contribute to the literature by investigating the moderators (level of preoccupation with a secret, social distance between the two parties involved in a secret) of the secrecy effects on enjoyment.
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